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Abstract
In accordance with the European and world tendencies of professional training of military personnel, it is mandatory to emphasize the problem of forming the intercultural competence among cadets of higher military educational institutions. The process
of formation of such a competence should be experimentally approved.
The general approaches to the structure of the experimental research program are analyzed and the necessity of a systematic
approach to the formulation of the principles of scientific research, which are a means of proving the research hypothesis, is substantiated.
The program of the pedagogical experiment, aimed at testing the hypothesis, is described, which assumes that the level of
intercultural competence of cadets of higher military educational institutions increases under the condition of involvement in the
process of active communication by means of intercultural dialogue in the process of learning foreign languages, which reproduces
the substantive and social content of professional competences in the process of mastering cultural knowledge and communication
skills during reproductive, cognitive-exploratory, research and creative activities.
Tasks, stages, methods of experimental research are characterized. The stages and directions of introduction of the author’s
model of formation of intercultural competence of higher military educational institutions cadets in the process of foreign language
training in accordance with structural components (motivational-value, cognitive-linguistic, communicative-strategic and evaluative-reflexive) are revealed.
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1. Introduction
Ukraine’s course towards Euro-Atlantic integration, conditioned by the urgent need to ensure stability in the sectors of economy, law, security and defense, gives the reasoning for reformation in the military affairs of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and adaptation to the world trends in
military education. In the military structures of Ukraine there is a question of ensuring interoperability and compliance with NATO standards. Military education of the 21 century has a two-vector
nature, which is a combination of general and professional competences. The focus of our study is
general intercultural competence, which is a means of building a constructive dialogue between
people from different cultures. The formation of intercultural competence occurs at the stage of
cadets’ education in the process of foreign language training using a developed and experimentally
tested model. The need to study how to sequence the actions and steps, taken by a researcher, is
about a program of experimental research.
The main issues facing young researchers are the choice of research methods, hypothesis
construction, compliance of the concepts with the principles of their implementation and the sequence of stages of scientific research. To develop a program of a pedagogical experiment, we have
analyzed the pedagogical literature on the organization of scientific research, made by S. Honcharenko, T. Honcharuk, V. Horbunova, O. Kyrylenko, H. Lavrentieva, E. Khrykov, H. Tsekhmistrova,
M. Garner, C. Wagner, B. Kawulich, B. Cohen, et al.
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S. Honcharenko notes the variability in the choice of research methods that can be
presented by observation, survey or use of available sources, but gives a decisive role to an
experiment as a method that ensures the objectivity and reliability of the data, obtained during
the study [1].
V. Horbunova supports the opinion of S. Honcharenko, defining an experiment as one of the
basic methods of scientific research, which gradually replaced the descriptive methods of testing,
questioning, observation, etc [2].
H. Lavrentieva considers it necessary in planning and conducting an experiment to adhere
to certain principles of determinism, objectivity, unity of mind and activity and the principle of
evolution [3].
E. Khrykov [4] and H. Tsekhmistrova [5] believe that one of the initial steps in planning
an experimental study is to formulate a hypothesis that performs a purposeful function for the
researcher. The correctly formulated hypothesis in the first part expresses the consequence, i.e. the
expected result, and in the second part there should be the reason or conditions, under which the
offered result is possible.
The literature being studied revealed the main concepts of how to plan and organize the
stages and procedures of experimental research [6–8]. In the structure of scientific research, scientists identify different stages of research. O. Kyrylenko defines them as organizational, technological and final stages [9] and according to T. Honcharuk such stages are preparatory, empirical-theoretical and praxeological [10].
Foreign researchers focus on the structure of an experiment as a necessary background to
prove the hypothetical assumptions and provide modeling of the education process.
M. Garner believes an experiment is relevant to examine education phenomena due to application of independent variables.
As for the structure of experiment M. Garner [11] and B. Cohen [12] consider three levels of
pedagogical research practice to be the pilot study, pre-research, and the actual research. We share
such point of view and apply the three levels program as well.
One of the methods to implement a pedagogical experiment is considered to be modeling.
One of the steps of our experimental program is to develop the model of intercultural competence
formation. Many American and European scientists assume modeling as foundation for both teaching and learning activities. Among them J. Gilbert, C. Boulter, A. G. Harrison, B. Y. White, J. R.
Frederiksen, et al.
J. Gilbert [13] designed the typology of models for educational purposes in order to systematically study the attributes and modes of teacher and student interaction.
B. Y. White [14] argued about the necessity to use modeling in order to develop instructional
theory and corresponding curricular materials for learners.
The aim of research is to describe the organization of a pedagogical experiment on the introduction of the author’s model of formation of intercultural competence of cadets of higher military
educational institutions in the process of foreign language training.
2. Materials and methods
The research uses a system of general scientific and specific methods of theoretical and
empirical research (analysis and synthesis, systematization and generalization, logical-comparative
and historical methods, systematic approach and modeling method).
The methods of analysis, generalization and historical one were used to study pedagogical
literature on the issue introduced and sum up the contributions of native and foreign researchers.
The logical-comparative method and method of synthesis were applied as a means to structure the organization steps to design an algorithm of the program.
A systematic approach is considered to be the foundation of all the research as the key concept of intercultural competence, regarded as a system, composed of its congruent components.
The core of the experiment is the development of a model to form intercultural competence
as a result of pedagogical influence.
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3. Result and discussion
Considering the relevance of the study about formation of intercultural competence of cadets of higher military educational institutions during foreign language training there is a need
to build a model and test its results. The experimental research on the formation of intercultural competence involves an algorithm to test the effectiveness of the author’s model and identify
causal links between the level of intercultural competence of the cadets and the implementation
of the model. The pedagogical experiment is a scientifically substantiated experience in the field
of educational activity, aimed at finding innovative, more effective ways to solve the pedagogical
problem [6]. Therefore, the method of pedagogical experiment serves as a means of verifying the
effectiveness of the introduction and justification of the theoretical conceptualizations of the dissertation research.
Thus, the purpose of the pedagogical experiment of our study is to experimentally test the
effectiveness of the author’s model for the formation of intercultural competence of cadets during
foreign language training. As noted earlier, an important step in building a research program is to
formulate a hypothesis.
In the experimental study it is hypothesized, that the level of intercultural competence of
cadets of higher military educational institutions increases with the involvement in the process
of active communication by means of intercultural dialogue in the process of learning foreign
languages, which reproduces the substantive and social content of professional competences in
the process of mastering cultural knowledge and communication skills during reproductive, cognitive-exploratory, research and creative activities. Selecting one or another method of cognition,
we start from the system of principles as basic concepts and basic ideas, on which the process of
cognition is based.
Thus, the principle of determinism expresses the crucial role of education in the process of
personality transformation [3]. As for our research, this principle is represented by the pedagogical
influence during mastering country study and culture study topics during the practical training in
a foreign language.
The principle of objectivity is the need to substantiate theoretical assumptions and conclusions by selecting relevant facts, evidence and materials [3]. The basis of this principle is the ability
to prove the effectiveness of the model of intercultural competence through the positive dynamics
of competencies formation. The development of diagnostic tools as a stage in the research program
makes it possible to identify and objectively assess indicators of the level of intercultural competence, taking into account its structure. Since the structure of intercultural competence in our
study involves the coherence of motivational-value, cognitive-linguistic, communicative-strategic
and evaluative-reflexive components, we assess intercultural competence accordingly through the
level of motivation for intercultural communication, formation of cultural values and tolerance
for other cultures, foreign language comprehension level of cadets, their consciousness to choose
learning strategies and self-educational competences, reflection and self-assessment of acquired
knowledge, skills and abilities.
The principle of unity of mind and activity is a condition for the application of communicative-activity approach in our study, in which the cadet’s consciousness, his or her motives, aspirations, values and attitudes are being studied through educational activities in the course of foreign
language training, where the content of practical classes assumes the topical units to be grasped in
accordance with the structural components of intercultural competence [3]. Thereby, the motivational-value component is realized at the beginning of the lesson during a warm-up stage through
presentation of interesting and curious facts from different cultures in order to increase interest
in their study. We propose to implement the next cognitive-linguistic component by providing entrance testing on the target topic proceeding with the pre-teach techniques. At PPP (present, practice, produce) stage, it is proposed to use a communicative-strategic component in order to select a
learning strategy to perform communicative tasks. Finally, the evaluative-reflexive component is
implemented through evaluation and assessment techniques, including self-evaluation and group
evaluation like peer check and peer journals, as well as through feedback techniques.
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The principle of evolution involves taking into account the age and psycho-physiological
characteristics of cadets, which allows to implement an individual and differentiated approach
to the learning process, choosing together with the cadets comfortable to achieve learning goals
mode, pace, strategy and more [3].
Regarding the problem of methods selection, we used the following theoretical, empirical
and mathematical research methods: analysis of psychological and pedagogical, scientific and
methodological literature, state educational standards, legal documents, educational programs
and syllabi of higher military educational institutions of Ukraine in the “Military Sciences, National Security, State Border Security” field of study, theoretical analysis of scientific approaches
to the study of this pedagogical problem, as well as analysis of textbooks, class books and manuals in English to identify problems and contradictions in the field of foreign language teaching
on the basis of a competence-based approach to defining goals and learning outcomes to form
the necessary competences; system approach, which was used to identify the relationship and
causal factors between the structural components of intercultural competence in the system of
humanities study by cadets, as well as opportunities to optimize classroom timing by structuring
thematic sections of English language learning by cadets; communicative-activity, culturological and axiological approaches, aimed at the development of competencies, skills and abilities
of cadets to apply in practice the acquired knowledge of English in a multicultural environment;
methods of observation, questionnaires and testing became the basis for determining the status
and levels of formation of intercultural competence, the results of data processing, obtained by
using these methods, identified problems of preparing cadets for intercultural interaction and
became a prerequisite for optimizing the formation of intercultural competence; the modeling
method is used to develop a structural-functional model of the formation of intercultural competence in the process of foreign language training; the method of pedagogical experiment was
used as a priority to test the effectiveness of the proposed model, which together with statistical
methods allowed to trace the positive dynamics of quantitative and qualitative changes in the
studied pedagogical phenomena and processes [7].
Actually, the program of experimental research is presented by the following stages. The
first “search and analytical” stage was aimed at the following tasks: determining the relevance,
purpose, objectives, object, subject of scientific research; analysis of scientific literature, normative
and legislative documents in the field of education; study of the problem field of research; detection
of contradictions; systematization of basic concepts; development of the program of research and
experimental work [8].
During the next “verification” stage, the current level of intercultural competence was measured, the content structure and model of formation of the aforementioned competence of higher
education cadets were developed; criteria, indicators and levels of its formation were substantiated;
the current state of the problem of formation and the level of intercultural competence of university
cadets and officers was clarified [8].
The results of “formative” (“implementation”) stage were the introduction and experimental
verification of the effectiveness of the model of formation of intercultural competence; development of teaching materials in the form of textbooks and manuals on the point of intercultural literacy, cultural diversity and military culture etiquette and procedures [8].
At the final and “generalizing” stage the results of the experiment were systematized and
summed up; their statistical processing was carried out; general conclusions were formulated,
prospects of further scientific research were outlined. All the steps, made to achieve the objectives of the study, are considered as a model of intercultural competence formation, which are
shown in Fig. 1
Although the study is beneficial as the main reasons to accept pedagogy as an experimental
method to prove a hypothesis were substantiated and main steps to design a program were highlighted, it focuses only on the theoretical statements of how to conduct the experiment. Thus, it
is sufficient for further research to include practical and statistical methods to provide in-depth
analysis of the problem.
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Target
unit
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competent specialists
apt to intercultural
cooperation

Approaches to
gain
the
objective:
– system
approach;
– culturological;
– axiological;
– competence;
–
communicativeactivity;
– differentiated.

Pedagogical
principles:
– principle of
determinism;
– principle of
objectivity;
– principle of unity
of mind and
activity;
– principle of
evolution

Content
unit

Implementation
Curricula materials:
– Textbook “English for Military
through
Personnel: Intercultural Competence”;
interdisciplinary
– Workbook “English for Military
links:
"Ukrainian language", Personnel: Intercultural Competence”;
"Foreign language",
– Visual aids;
"Culture Studies",
– E-resources (H5P books, podcasts,
"History of Ukraine",
video casts).
"Sociology".

Procedure
unit

Stages of implementation of the experimental research
program:
– search and analytical stage
– verification stage
– formative (“implementation”) stage
– generalizing stage
Components:
Criteria:
Levels of
– motivational-value
– motivational
formation:
cognitive-linguistic
–
– initial (SLP 1)
– communicativeepistemological – average (SLP 1+)
strategic
– activity
– sufficient (SLP 2)
– evaluative-reflexive – reflexive

Performance
unit

Fig. 1. A model of intercultural competence formation
6. Conclusions
As the result, we have clarified the stages, principles and preconditions that became the
basis of the process of planning the stages of scientific research.
The basic, in our opinion, ideas of leading researchers in pedagogy concerning planning of
scientific work and development of the program of experiment as a research method are covered.
It is offered to investigate the scientific problem of formation of intercultural competence in
four stages (“search and analytical”, “verification”, “formative”, “generalizing”), and the purposes
to each stage are defined.
The system of methods and principles of experimental research was clarified and their application within our research was substantiated.
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